Abstract: Polynomials are ubiquitous in a variety of applications. A relatively recent theory exploits their sparse structure by associating a point con guration to each polynomial system; however, it has so far mostly dealt with roots having nonzero coordinates. We shift attention to arbitrary a ne roots, and improve upon the existing algorithms for counting them and computing them numerically. The one existing approach is too expensive in practice because of the usage of recursive liftings of the given point con guration. Instead, we de ne a single lifting which yields the desired count and de nes a homotopy continuation for computing all solutions. We enhance the numerical stability of the homotopy by establishing lower bounds on the lifting values and prove that they can be derived dynamically to obtain the lowest possible values. Our construction may be regarded as a generalization of the dynamic lifting algorithm for the computation of mixed cells. Une construction e cace pour compter les racines a nes d'un syst me polyn mial R sum : Des polyn mes apparaissent dans plusieurs applications diverses. Une th orie relativement r cente consid re leur structure creuse en associant une conguration de points chaque syst me polyn mial. Or, elle a jusqu'ici surtout tudi les racines coordonn es di rentes de z ro. Nous mettons l'accent sur les racines a nes arbitraires, et nous proposons des algorithmes e caces pour les compter et les approcher num riquement. La seule approche qui existe aujourd'hui est trop co teuse en pratique cause de l'application d'un rel vement r cursif de la con guration de points donn e. Nous d nissons par contre un seul rel vement qui permet l' numeration des racines et d nie une homotopie pour les calculer toutes. Pour am liorer la stabilit num rique de l'homotopie, nous d rivons des bornes inf rieures sur les valeurs du rel vement et nous d montrons qu'elles peuvent tre calcul es dynamiquement a n d'atteindre leur valeurs minimales. Notre construction g n ralise le rel vement dynamique pour calculer toutes les cellules mixtes.
Une construction e cace pour compter les racines a nes d'un syst me polyn mial 1 Introduction Polynomial systems arise in a variety of scienti c and engineering applications, ranging from graphics and modeling to robotics and computer vision, in addition to computational geometry; e.g. BMS94, Man94] . Bernshte n's seminal theorem provides a geometric algorithm to count the number of isolated solutions in C d 0 , C 0 = C nf0g, of a polynomial system; see Ber75] and also Kho78, DGH97] . This theorem is the cornerstone of sparse elimination theory, an approach to polynomial systems that exploits sparse structure by geometric concepts, namely point con gurations and their liftings to one higher dimension. It is worthwhile to note that purely combinatorial constructions provide us with important algebraic information. It also provides the basis to solving polynomial equations either by homotopy continuation VVC94, HS95, VGC96] or by sparse resultants CE93, Stu94, EC95, Emi96]. However, most existing work has concentrated on solutions with nonzero coordinates.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for dealing with all a ne solutions, in other words solutions in C d . The limitation to C d 0 is sometimes arti cial, since in many situations one is interested to know the solutions with zero components as well. The construction proposed by Huber and Sturmfels in HS97] gives a generically sharp upper bound for the number of roots in C d and can be regarded as the correct generalization of Bernshte n's bound. However, the underlying algorithm uses two separate classes of liftings and forces us to work in an expensive recursive manner.
This paper proposes an e cient geometric method to count all a ne roots, by using a single lifting. After establishing the notations in the next section, we outline existing work in the area in section 3. Then we prove our main theoretical result: lower bounds on the lifting of the arti cial origins exist and can be derived dynamically, as described in sections 4, 5 and 6. Section 5 includes a detailed example for illustration, while section 6 elaborates on the feasibility problem. We conclude by stating the relevance for practical applications, including homotopy continuation methods for system solving.
Notations
This section introduces our notation and the main concepts in our approach. These are standard tools in polyhedral geometry, already applied to sparse elimination theory BS92, Bet92, DGH97]. For de nitions and a comprehensive introduction to the concepts used, we refer the reader to Sch93].
We study point Unlike mixed volumes, the quantities we wish to compute here are not invariant under translation. In the rest of the paper, we use the following abbreviations: 
Related work
The bridge between algebraic and combinatorial geometry is based on the sparse elimination viewpoint of modeling a polynomial by its support, i.e., the set of integer exponent vectors corresponding to nonzero terms. Given a polynomial system, the supports de ne a point con guration. The mixed volume is a well-known concept related to the d corresponding convex hulls in d-dimensional space Sch93]. Bernshte n's theorem Ber75] shows that the mixed volume provides a generically sharp upper bound on the number of isolated solutions in C d 0 of the given polynomial system, even if the latter has an in nite number of solutions. The bound is also known as the BKK bound because it relies on work by Bernshte n, Khovanskii and Kushnirenko; see also Kho78, DGH97] . Mixed volumes can be computed by several combinatorial methods, in particular HS95, EC95, VGC96, DGH97].
This theory is now entering the mainstream of computational algebra, especially with respect to the fundamental problem in multivariate calculus, namely the computation of all common roots of a polynomial system CE93, Stu94, VVC94, HS95, EC95, VGC96, Emi96]. The central computation in sparse elimination theory and system solving is nding all mixed cells of the given point con guration. This de nes a monomial basis of the coordinate ring and permits computation of the number of roots and numeric approximation of the root vectors. Computing all stable mixed cells is the main problem of this paper. They appear to be the generalization of the mixed cells to the a ne case.
To remove the restriction to roots with nonzero coordinates, several modi cations of Bernshte n's theorem were proposed in HS97, LW96, Roj94, RW96]. Huber and Sturmfels in HS97] de ned the stable mixed volume of A and proved it gives a generically sharp upper bound on the number of a ne solutions of a polynomial system with support A. For any set I f1; : : : ; dg, they proved that the number of isolated solutions in C I is bounded by the sum of mixed volumes over all I-stable sets in S . Moreover, this bound is sharp for generic systems. Let V(A) denote the mixed volume of A and SV I (A) the I-stable mixed volume, then we have the following inequalities:
Thus, the underlying algorithm requires a regular subdivision S ! per I-stable cell. This is too expensive in practice, because this restricted way of lifting forces the usage of recursive procedures. This is particularly true when dealing with the induced degenerate faces of the lower hull of the lifted con guration.
Here we present a new lifting algorithm that computes all stable mixed cells by a single subdivision, which can also be seen as a generalization of the regular subdivisions used in computing the mixed cells. In particular, the arti cial origins in A (0) i n A i are lifted su ciently high so that S expresses all required information.
Below we prove that lower bounds on the M i exist and that they can be derived dynamically, so that we obtain the lowest lifting value possible. Our algorithm also generalizes the dynamic approach of VGC96].
Homotopy continuation has proven to be an e cient method for solving large polynomial systems Li97, Mor87]. Geometric considerations for setting up the homotopy are important in exploiting the sparse structure of the input system VVC94, LW96, HS97, VGC96]. Our algorithm extends this line of research to the case of afne roots by de ning a homotopy where the number of paths is given by the stable mixed volume, hence it scales with the sparse structure of the system. An essential consideration in numeric continuation is the conditioning of the paths to be followed. Minimizing the lifting values makes the solutions paths smoother; we return to this issue in section 7. 
There exists a vertex b f of b In Table 1 Table 1 : Cells generated as edge sums in A (0) , with inner normals and constraints on the lifting values for the arti cial origins. Their volume and the inner normal of the corresponding cell in S is listed. The last column gives the smallest set I for which the cell is I-stable.
The considered point con guration corresponds to a pair of polynomials in two variables x; y. If the coe cients are generic, the polynomial system is ay + by 2 + cxy 3 = ex + fx 2 + gx 3 y = 0:
The cell volumes correctly compute the generic root counts in all cases. In Table 1 we see that cells (ad; fg) and (bc; eh) are not stable for any index set I. There are 3 roots in C 2 0 , 2 roots with exactly one zero coordinate, and one root equals 0. So we have 6 roots in C 2 .
Pruning with dynamic lower bounds
This section summarizes our pruning algorithm. In conjunction with pruning, we obtain dynamic lower bounds on the M i values that are minimal while satisfying all constraints.
For the computation of all ;-stable mixed cells, we have to make edge-edge combinations with edges that have no arti cial origin as a vertex and we can apply directly the pruning methods presented in EC95] and VGC96]. For the computation of the additional roots with zero components, the dual pruning model presented in VGC96] has to be extended with #J additional unknowns, which are the lifting values of the arti cial origins. At a rst level, one may consider that the program tests all edge combinations.
The pruning lemma in EC95] states that if a combination of k d edges from A 1 ; : : : ; A k is rejected with respect to P k i=1 A i , then no superset of these edges can RR n 3212 generate a cell in the subdivision. Therefore, the idea is to check successively larger edge combinations until one of d edges is obtained. The subset of point sets used does not have to be in any particular order, but for simplicity we assume that they are considered successively from A 1 to A d . All computations in this paper are invariant under permutation of the point sets. We exploit this fact in the implementation of our algorithm by starting with the small sets before handling the larger ones.
To test whether a tuple C can be part of a cell spanned by edges, we have to determine the feasibility of a system of linear equalities and inequalities. At level k, 1 k d, we have a set of edges from A 1 ; : : : ; A k . The question is whether there exists a vector v 2 R d+1 with v d+1 = 1, such that the formulas (10), (11) and (12) are satis ed simultaneously. The overall feasibility test can in practice be implemented by linear algebra operations or a linear programming application. We can also choose to treat the equalities by linear algebra tests, and the inequalities combinatorially as described above. To determine whether a cell is stable or not, inequalities need to be considered w.r.t. the 0/1-lifting. For this, the algorithm computes the lifted points under the 0/1-lifting and the inner normal to the cell they de ne. Then, it checks the sign of the normal's coordinates. This test is performed once we have decided that the cell is mixed. Therefore, if the cell is also stable, we add it in the list of valid cells. Moreover, we compute its volume by a determinant computation, and increment the respective root count. Since the height of the lifting determines the non-linearity of the solution paths, the lifting must be kept as low as possible for reasons of numeric stability. This is achieved by the dynamic generation of the lower bounds on the M-values. Therefore our work can be considered in the context of recent e orts in numeric-symbolic computing, where the cross-fertilization of exact and oating-point computation enhances performance without compromising the accuracy of the results. Our target is an implementation of this approach as part of Esprit LTR project FRISCO (Framework for the Integration of Symbolic-Numeric Computing).
The presented approach also constitutes an improvement of the dynamic lifting algorithm VGC96] for the fully mixed case in the sense that it enables us to generate the mixed cells of a regular simple mixed subdivision without the application of recursion. We have shown that a single lifting is capable to capture all necessary structure and de ne the required cells.
An open question is to consider stable mixed volumes in the context of semimixed inputs. A point con guration is semi-mixed when a signi cant number of point sets is repeated. We are able to derive special methods that take advantage of semi-mixed structure in computing mixed volume. However, here this is more subtle due to the special role assigned to the arti cial origins. If we consider only one representative of all identical point sets, then we are not able to choose a subset of these sets in I and the complementary subset outside I, where I denotes the point sets where an arti cial zero is added. Lastly, an important implementation issue is to recycle information between successive tests. The astute reader must have noticed that the various feasibility tests in (10), (11) and (12) are very similar as k increases or the edge combinations change. Therefore, it is possible to save computational resources by keeping some information around.
